The new tab “Min/Max Unit Bid Price Check” will be included in every EBS file generated, as shown below. This is to help assist with the various pay items that have a minimum or maximum unit bid price. The two pay item unit prices that will be verified in this tab are the Relocating Precast Concrete Barrier Wall unit price and the Water unit price.

The Relocating Precast Concrete Barrier Wall Unit Price (Relocation Price) has a maximum threshold of 25% of the Furnishing and Installing Precast Concrete Barrier Unit Price (Furnishing Price). If the Relocation Price is higher than the maximum allowable, you will receive the warning message “You have exceeded the maximum bid of 25% of the unit bid price for Furnishing and Installing Precast Concrete Barrier. Please adjust your bid accordingly”. Please revise your Relocation Price in the Schedule of Items Tab to ensure your bid is submitted correctly.
The Relocation Price is above the maximum of $2.50 so a warning message appears.

You will need to go to the Schedule of Items Tab to revise the Relocation Price to be within the 25% maximum.
The minimum unit price for the pay item Water is determined by the acres of the pay item Seeding. If the acres of seeding on the project is less than 5 acres, then the minimum bid price for Water is $10.00. If the acres of seeding on the project is greater than or equal to 5 acres, then the minimum bid price for Water is $5.00. In order to determine if your unit price for Water is correct, you will need to input the quantity for Seeding and your unit price for Water. If your Water unit price does not meet the requirements you will receive an error message, “You are below the ($5 or $10) minimum bid price required for the pay item Water. Please adjust your bid accordingly.” Please revise your unit price for Water in the Schedule of Items Tab to ensure your bid is submitted correctly.
You will need to go to the Schedule of Items Tab to revise the Water Price to ensure your bid is submitted correctly.